
8 INCH VICTORIAN SLIMLINE URN 
HIDDEN FIX DOOR KNOCKER

The 8 inch Victorian Slimline Urn Hidden Fix Door Knocker from UAP has a super-strong, waterproof adhesive 
covering, so fixing a door knocker has never been so simple. 

This innovative Hidden Fix design completely removes the requirement to drill through the door, resulting in 
a far smoother and cleaner look on the inside. The risk of rot and water permeation is also eradicated, meaning 

call outs for remedial work on liable water damage will not be necessary. With the correct implementation, 
Victorian Slimline Urn Hidden Fix Door Knockers can also be removed with ease and efficiency, leaving no 

damage to the door.

Classic Victorian style 
look

Engravable area if 
needed for logos, 
text and numerals 
etc

Lifetime 
Coating 

Guarantee
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Waterproof seal 
stops rusting behind 
the door knocker

Available with and 
without a hole for 
door viewers

Possible to take the 
door knocker back 
off the door with 
relative easy using 
a stanley knife – 
once removed there 
is not much damage 
to the door
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Features Include:
Classic Victorian style look

Patented unique hidden fixing mechanism

Make seeing bolts on the inside of the door a thing of the past

Waterproof seal stops rusting behind the door knocker

Possible to fit the ‘lollipop’ at the factory and secure the door 
knocker at site – stops it being damaged during transportation

Possible to take the door knocker back off the door with relative 
easy using a stanley knife – once removed there is not much 
damage to the door

Available with and without a hole for door viewers

Engravable area if needed for logos, text and numerals etc

Up to a 5 year coating guarantee on standard finishes and 
a LIFETIME coating guarantee on Nanocoast 316 grade 
Stainless Steel finishes!

8 INCH VICTORIAN URN SLIMLINE DOOR KNOCKER
Finish Solid Code With Hole Code Material Construction Coating Guarantee

PVD Gold VSLPVDGHF-NANOCOAST VSLPVDGHHF-NANOCOAST Stainless Steel LIFETIME
Mirror Polished VSLMPSSHF-NANOCOAST VSLMPSSHHF-NANOCOAST Stainless Steel LIFETIME
Satin Stainless VSLSSSHF-NANOCOAST VSLSSSHHF-NANOCOAST Stainless Steel LIFETIME
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